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a b s t r a c t 

The type of voice model used in Computer Assisted Pronunciation Instruction is a crucial factor in the quality of practice and the amount of uptake by language 

learners. As an example, prior research indicates that second-language learners are more likely to succeed when they imitate a speaker with a voice similar to their 

own, a so-called “golden speaker ”. This manuscript presents Golden Speaker Builder (GSB), a tool that allows learners to generate a personalized “golden-speaker ”

voice: one that mirrors their own voice but with a native accent. We describe the overall system design, including the web application with its user interface, and 

the underlying speech analysis/synthesis algorithms. Next, we present results from a series of listening tests, which show that GSB is capable of synthesizing such 

golden-speaker voices. Finally, we present results from a user study in a language-instruction setting, which show that practising with GSB leads to improved fluency 

and comprehensibility. We suggest reasons for why learners improved as they did and recommendations for the next iteration of the training. 
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. Introduction 

Pronunciation teaching often includes practice with a teacher, who
an guide learners individually and provide feedback in the correct man-
er and amount when necessary ( Hincks, 2003 ). Yet this is often time-
onsuming and expensive when the educational institutions’ benefits
re taken into consideration. Additionally, this does not match up well
ith the way that teachers usually approach pronunciation teaching.
esearch shows that most teachers approach pronunciation teaching in
n ad-hoc manner, that is, they address pronunciation issues mostly
n presence of a salient error or an error causing a communication
roblem. This is mostly either because teachers do not have sufficient
raining ( Burgess and Spencer, 2000 ) or self-confidence ( Couper, 2017 ;
acDonald, 2002 ) in pronunciation teaching. Another common belief
mong teachers is that pronunciation improvement will take care of it-
elf with sufficient input and it does not require teaching in the way that
ther language skills do. This is a belief that was motivated by the prin-
iples of communicative language teaching which emphasized fluency
ver accuracy ( Levis and Sonsaat, 2017 ). 
However, providing instruction and feedback on immediate produc-

ion in pronunciation teaching is an essential pedagogical requirement
or learners’ improvement, even though it can demand extensive instruc-
ional interventions ( Warren et al., 2009 ). One solution to the lack of
ime and training of teachers is computer-assisted pronunciation train-
ng (CAPT) systems, which have been utilized to support learners to
tudy autonomously and help teachers provide learners with individ-
al feedback without using large amounts of time in class ( Egan and
aRocca, 2000 ; Eskenazi, 1999 ; Rypa and Price, 1999 ). CAPT may also
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e motivating for many learners, both because of their interest in tech-
ology and because of learning preferences that make working with a
omputer program more comfortable than interacting with a real per-
on. CAPT gives learners the chance to work on their pronunciation in a
tress-free environment, at their own time and pace. For instance, pro-
unciation is a skill that may require extensive listening and repetition.
ome learners may feel uncomfortable about asking for a repetition in
lass more than once, but with a CAPT program it is easier to make
se of extensive repetition ( Hardison, 2004 ). All said, CAPT offers great
romise for individualized pronunciation instruction, more consistent
ractice, and greater comfort in learning ( Levis, 2007 ). 
With advancements in speech technologies such as automatic speech

ecognition (ASR) and speech synthesis, CAPT can also provide practice
pportunities that a face-to-face class cannot. For example, the use of
peech visualizations that adapt to each person’s speech ( Bliss et al.,
018 ), the use of multiple voices in perceptual training ( Barriuso and
ayes-Harb, 2018 ; Thomson, 2011 ; Thomson, 2012 ), or the use of per-
onalized voices ( Probst et al., 2002 ) all provide learning opportuni-
ies that classroom pronunciation training cannot. The latter idea (i.e.,
ersonalized voices) has resurfaced several times in the CAPT litera-
ure. It was first proposed nearly thirty years ago by Nagano and Ozawa
 Nagano and Ozawa, 1990 ). In their pioneering study, Japanese learn-
rs were asked to practice with a model of their own voice that had
een modified to match the prosody of a reference English speaker. Post-
raining utterances from these learners were rated as more native-like
han those for a second group of learners who instead had practiced
ith the reference English voice. More than a decade later, Probst et al.
2002) published a study in Speech Communication where L2 learners
suna). 
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Table 1 

Feedback types in the oral classroom and CALL environment ( Heift, 2004 ) (p. 418). 

Feedback type Oral classroom CALL 

Explicit correction You mean… Correct answer 

Recast Teacher reformulation Correct answer 

Clarification What do you mean? Try again! 

Meta-linguistic feedback Explanation of error type Explanation of error type 

Elicitation Ellipsis Highlighting 

Repetition Intonation Highlighting 
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ere asked to practice with a native speaker voice that had different
haracteristics. Participants who imitated a well-matched voice (i.e.,
ne with characteristics similar to their own voice) improved more than
hose who imitated a poor match. This result led the authors to sug-
est that each learner has an ideal speaker voice to imitate, a so-called
Golden Speaker. ” Nearly ten years later, and in an article also published
n Speech Communication ( Felps et al., 2009 ), we proposed that each
earner’s “Golden Speaker ” should be their own voice, resynthesized to
ave a native accent. Most notably, in that study we presented an accent-
onversion technique that was able to correct not only the learner’s
rosody (as Nagano and Ozawa had done) but also their segmental er-
ors (i.e., phoneme substitutions, additions and deletions). Missing from
ur study, however, was a validation of the technique on pronunciation-
raining experiments. This is a clear next step. A decade since the first
aper has shown that refining the accent-conversion technique for suc-
essful deployment in pronunciation training was more challenging that
xpected. The improvenment we have seen in accent-conversion qual-
ty makes us optimistic for further successful deployment of the Golden
peaker algorithms. 
The manuscript describes a web application (Golden Speaker

uilder; GSB) and the underlying speech analysis/synthesis algorithms
hat allow L2 learners to generate their own personalized voices. In a
rst step, we conduct a series of listening tests to determine the ex-
ent to which the synthesized voices mirror the learner’s own voice
ith an American English accent. Then, we validate GSB in a language-
nstruction setting with a population of Korean L2 learners of English.
he study was guided by two research questions: 

• RQ1 : What is the effect of using the GSB on learners’ improvement
of their comprehensibility and fluency? 

• RQ2 : What features of the GSB did learners find useful, and what
did they find in need of improvement? 

. Review of the literature 

.1. Feedback in second language pronunciation acquisition 

Feedback is an essential factor in L2 learning of all kinds and includes
 range of implicit and explicit approaches. Feedback refers to “in-
ormation learners receive in response to their communicative efforts ”
 Mackey and Abbuhl, 2005 ) (p. 210). Researchers emphasize the role of
eedback in Second Language Acquisition (SLA) by arguing that positive
vidence (i.e., input) is not sufficient unless learners are also provided
ith negative feedback ( Gass et al., 1998 ). Similarly, Swain and Lapkin
1995) report that input alone is not sufficient for SLA; output should
lso accompany input because output fosters deeper engagement with
anguage than input alone. Swain (2000) emphasizes the importance of
utput by stating “output may stimulate learners to move from the se-
antic, open-ended, strategic processing prevalent in comprehension to
he complete grammatical processing needed for accurate production ”
p. 99). 
As noted in Heift (2004) , because of the differences of medium, the

omputer-assisted language learning (CALL) environment and oral class-
oom settings are different from each other in terms of the way they pro-
ide feedback. For instance, a teacher saying, “what do you mean? ” as
 clarification request is replaced by a command sentence on the com-
uter screen, “try again! ”
52 
Types of feedback presented in Table 1 can also be provided to sec-
nd language learners in CAPT programs employing ASR and speech
ynthesis technologies. For instance, ASR-based programs may provide a
ronunciation score based on detected pronunciation errors in an utter-
nce ( Mak et al., 2003 ) which can be classified as similar to clarification
n an oral classroom. These scores may lead learners to repeat their per-
ormance until they get a satisfactory score. Some programs attempt to
dentify specific mispronounced parts of an utterance indicating where
here is a problem ( Kanters et al., 2009 ) while others highlight the in-
ividual sounds that are mispronounced and provide metalinguistic ex-
lanations about how to produce given sounds correctly. 
Another type of feedback which may lead to improvement in pro-

unciation is a “recast ”—a correct restatement of the mispronounced ut-
erance. In relationship to oral feedback in pronunciation teaching, two
tudies by Lyster (1998 , 2001) are noteworthy. Lyster studied French im-
ersion classrooms to analyze feedback strategies employed by teach-
rs along with learners’ uptake —that is, their immediate repair, based
n feedback they received. Lyster found teachers preferred using re-
asts for grammatical and phonological errors whereas they made use
f elicitation for lexical errors. Lyster also reported that the use of re-
asts led to the highest rate of uptake for phonological errors. Based on
hese findings, he suggested that reformulation of the erroneous utter-
nce might be sufficient to correct a pronunciation error successfully.
imilarly, Nicholas et al. (2001) supported recasts being classified as an
mplicit type of feedback since they make learners aware of the new
tems to be learned without impeding the flow of conversation. 
Recasts in CALL can be interpreted as the imitation of a correct utter-

nce, mostly pronounced by a native speaker. Imitation exercises have
een found to be helpful for pronunciation improvement as previous
esearch found that this type of learning improves learners’ perception
 Eskenazi, 2009 ). However, questions about who to imitate have led
he way to new research in pronunciation. Probst et al. (2002) focused
he discussions about what voice a language learner should imitate,
hat is, what factors lead to a “golden speaker ” for learners to imitate.
heir research suggested that foreign language learners imitating speak-
rs whose voice features are similar to theirs would find pronunciation
earning easier. In other words, the golden speaker voice would serve
s a recast for the learner’s production. The authors also suggested that
peech rate may be a primary contributor more to speech similarity.
ther research also shows that learners’ imitation preferences may de-
end on their language background and proficiency as well as learn-
ng stage. For instance, speed of utterance preferences of learners may
o from slower to faster once they feel comfortable with pronunciation
eatures of an utterance ( Wang and Lu, 2011 ). Probst et al. (2002) con-
luded that a CAPT program should provide learners multiple golden
peakers to listen to; Wang and Lu (2011) suggested that this means
hat learners should be given a chance to control voice modification
eatures such as different speech rates and pitch formants, based on the
earners’ own preferences. 

.2. Self-imitation in pronunciation training 

A handful of studies have examined the possibility of modify-
ng the learner’s own voice and using it for pronunciation train-
ng ( Hirose et al., 2003 ; Peabody and Seneff, 2006 ; Bissiri and
fitzinger, 2009 ; Bissiri et al., 2006 ; De Meo et al., 2012 ; Pellegrino and
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igliano, 2015 ). In early work, Nagano and Ozawa (1990) evaluated a
rosodic-conversion method to teach English pronunciation to Japanese
earners. One group of students was trained to mimic utterances from a
eference English speaker whereas a second group was trained to mimic
tterances of their own voices, previously modified to match the prosody
f the reference English speaker. Post-training utterances from the sec-
nd group of students were rated as more native-like than those from the
rst group. More recently, Bissiri and Pfitzinger (2009 ) and Bissiri et al.
2006) used prosodic modification to teach German lexical stress to Ital-
an speakers. Receiving feedback in the form of the learner’s own voice
resynthesized to match the local speech rate, intonation and intensity
f a reference German speaker) was shown to be more effective than
eceiving feedback in the voice of the reference German speaker. Pro-
iding feedback in the learner’s own voice also had a motivating effect,
ith several participants asking to continue the training, whereas par-
icipants in the control group showed no particular interest. 
Pronunciation training with prosodic modifications of the learner’s

tterances has been shown to improve not only accentedness but also
ntelligibility. De Meo et al. (2012) evaluated the effectiveness of two
orms of training (imitation and self-imitation) to teach suprasegmental
atterns of Italian to Chinese learners. Participants in the self-imitation
ondition heard their own voice, resynthesized to match the native
odel, whereas those in the imitation condition followed traditional
mitation exercises. Native listeners were then asked to classify learn-
rs’ post-training productions as belonging to one of four speech acts:
equests, orders, granting, and threats. Classification performance was
ignificantly higher for utterances from participants in the self-imitation
roup. Similar improvements in communicative effectiveness were ob-
ained in a later study with Japanese learners of L2 Italian Pellegrino and
igliano, 2015 ). These studies show that (1) prosodic accent conver-
ions are an effective tool to teach pronunciation to L2 learners and
2) the effect is robust across several L1-L2 combinations. Incorporating
egmental accent conversion–the next logical step in this new genre of
echnology–is the major contribution of our work . 

.2.1. Algorithms for segmental accent conversion 

In contrast with the self-imitation literature, where no studies ex-
st that incorporate segmental adjustments of the learner’s own voice,
he speech-processing literature offers a few studies on speech modi-
cation of segmental errors in non-native speech. These studies have
hown that segmental modifications are more effective at reducing the
erceived accent of an utterance than prosody modification alone, both
ithin regional accents of the same language ( Yan et al., 2007 ) and
cross languages ( Felps et al., 2009 ). 
In early work, Yan et al. (2007) developed a method to transform

owels of three major regional English accents (British, Australian, and
eneral American). The authors built a statistical model of vowel for-
ant ratios from multiple speakers, and then extracted empirical rules
o modify pitch patterns and vowel durations across the three accents.
sing this model, the authors then adjusted formant frequencies, pitch
atterns and vowel durations of an utterance to match a desired target
ccent. In an ABX test, 78% of Australian-to-British accent conversions
ere perceived as having a British accent, and 71% of the British-to-
merican accent conversions were perceived to have an American ac-
ent. In both cases, changing prosody alone (pitch and duration) led
o noticeable changes in perceived accent, though not as significantly
s formant modifications. The method hinged on being able to extract
ormant frequencies, so it cannot be easily extended to larger corpora
ecause formant frequencies are ill-defined for unvoiced phones and
annot be tracked reliably even in voiced segments. 
A few studies have attempted to blend L2 and L1 vocal tract spectra

nstead of completely replacing one with the other. In one such study,
uckvale and Yanagisawa (2007) reported improvements in intelligibil-
ty for Japanese utterances produced by an English text-to-speech (TTS)
fter blending their spectral envelope with that of an utterance of the
ame sentence produced by a Japanese TTS. Felps et al. (2009) proposed
53 
 method that was suitable for voiced as well as unvoiced phones. The
uthors split short-time spectra into a spectral envelope and flat glot-
al spectra. Then, they replaced the spectral envelope of an L2 utterance
ith a frequency-warped spectral envelope of a parallel L1 utterance and
ecombined it with the L2 glottal excitation. Listening tests showed a sig-
ificant reduction in accent following segmental modification. More re-
ently, Aryal et al. (2013) presented a voice morphing strategy that can
e used to generate a continuum of accent transformations between an
2 speaker and a native speaker. The approach decomposes the speech
epstrum into spectral slope and spectral detail, then generates accent
onversions by combining the spectral slope of the L2 speaker with a
orph of the spectral detail of the native speaker. This morphing tech-
ique provides a tradeoff between reducing the accent and preserving
he voice identity of the L2 learner, and it may serve as a behavioral
haping strategy in computer assisted pronunciation training. 
Accents originate from differences in articulation, which suggest that

rticulatory information may be useful in accent conversion. To explore
his possibility, Felps et al. (2012) used concatenative speech synthe-
is to replace mispronounced diphones in an L2 utterance with other L2
iphones whose articulatory configuration was similar to a reference na-
ive utterance. The approach reduced the perceived non-native accents
y 20%, but performed poorly when tasked with finding phonemes that
he L2 did not utter. To address this problem, Aryal and Gutierrez-Osuna
2015) proposed a statistical parametric approach, which trains a Gaus-
ian Mixture Model-based articulatory synthesizer for the L2 speaker,
hen drives it with articulatory data from a reference native utterance
apped to the L2 articulatory space via a Procrustes transform. In lis-
ening tests, the authors found that the method reduced the perceived
on-native accents while preserving the voice quality of the L2 speaker.
owever, these methods require articulatory data, which is impractical
or pronunciation training. 

.2.2. Accent conversion vs. voice conversion 

Accent conversion is closely related to the problem of voice conver-
ion (VC) ( Mohammadi and Kain, 2017 ). Voice conversion transforms
tterances from a source speaker to appear as if a (known) target speaker
ad produced them. To be successful, the conversion should match mul-
iple identity cues of the target speaker, including but not limited to vo-
al tract configurations, prosody, pitch range, accent/dialect, and speak-
ng rate. Ideally, the only information retained from the source utterance
s its linguistic content, i.e., what has been said. Accent conversion goes
ne step further, since it attempts to capture both the linguistic content
nd the pronunciation of the source utterace, and combine it with the
oice quality of the target speaker (i.e., those aspects associated with
he target speaker’s physiology), to create a new voice that sounds like
he target speaker speaking with the source speaker’s pronunciation.
herefore, accent conversion is a more challenging problem than voice
onversion since ground truth for the output voice (i.e., the L2 learner’s
oice with a native accent) is not available. 

.3. Comprehensibility and fluency 

Comprehensibility, along with accentedness and intelligibility, as op-
rationalized by Munro and Derwing (1995) , refer to partially indepen-
ent measures of speech understanding. Comprehensibility is a measure
f the amount of effort a listener puts forth in understanding and is par-
ially tied to pronunciation, but is also a function of discourse patterns,
exico-grammar, and fluency measures. Accentedness is a measure of the
erceived difference of a speaker’s pronunciation from a reference ac-
ent. Intelligibility is a measure of how a listener actually understands a
peaker, whether in decoding words, understanding the message, or un-
erstanding the intentions ( Levis, 2018 ). It is not typically measured on
 scale. Fluency is not directly connected to pronunciation accuracy, but
s instead a measure of how automatically speech is produced. This pa-
er focused on comprehensibility and fluency, each of which was mea-
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ured using a 10-point Likert scale (0–9) in which the two endpoints of
he scale were specified but the midpoints were not. 

.3.1. Comprehensibility 

Comprehensibility refers to the amount of cognitive effort put forth
y listeners in understanding speech ( Derwing and Munro, 2015 ).
ighly comprehensible speech is thus easy to understand, taking little
xtra effort. The difference between comprehensibility and accentedness
s important to keep in mind in evaluating the success of pronunciation
raining because comprehensibility may be a better predictor of com-
unicative success than accentedness ( Derwing and Munro, 1997 ). 
Unlike accentedness ratings, comprehensibility ratings correlate

ith a wide range of features beyond pronunciation. Isaacs and Trofi-
ovich (2012) showed this in an examination of factors that were im-
licated in different ratings of comprehensibility. In their study, the re-
earchers specified 19 quantitatively scored speech measures, including
ronunciation features related to segmentals and suprasegmentals, flu-
ncy features, features related to vocabulary and grammatical complex-
ty, and discourse features related to the construction of oral texts. They
nalyzed and coded the speech samples of 40 French learners of English,
nd the scores based on their analysis were subjected to a correlation
ith the comprehensibility ratings of naive native speaker (NS) raters.
hey found that most of the features and categories correlated with dif-
erences in comprehensibility ratings. This suggests that changes in one
eature alone may not necessarily improve comprehensibility and that
valuations of comprehensibility are not connected to pronunciation di-
ectly. Rather, comprehensibility judgments also include other features
f speech. 
Other studies also suggest that comprehensibility is not based only on

ronunciation. In one study, Tyler (1992) used two transcribed presen-
ations, one originally given by a non-native speaker (NNS) and one by
n NS. To remove the effect of pronunciation, both presentations were
ead aloud by another NS. The NNS presentation was rated as being
ess clear and more difficult to follow (that is, it was less comprehen-
ible). The researcher argued that the use of unexpected, nonparallel
iscourse markers, unclear anaphoric reference, and over-use of coordi-
ation were the cause of the difficulties. 
This does not mean, however, that pronunciation is irrelevant to

mprovements in comprehensibility, Derwing et al. (1998) found that
nstruction on prosodic skills and general fluency resulted in higher
omprehensibility for L2 learners’ spontaneous speech, while equiva-
ent instruction on segmentals did not result in spontaneous speech
mprovement. Gordon and Darcy (2016) confirmed this finding, albeit
or a shorter treatment. Derwing and Rossiter (2003) similarly found
hat comprehensibility ratings for an approach focusing more heavily
n suprasegmentals showed greater improvement than a segmental ap-
roach. 

.3.2. Fluency 

Fluency, another feature assessed in this study, has been used
ith a variety of meanings: general proficiency ( Fillmore, 1979 ) and
mooth delivery ( Lennon, 1990 ; Riggenbach, 2000 ) are two of the
ost common. Fluency is connected to a wide variety of temporal
eatures of speech (i.e., speech rate, the use of pauses, and repairs),
he use of formulaic language ( Ejzenberg, 2000 ), whether phrases
re logically constructed ( Nakatani and Hirschberg, 1994 ), phonolog-
cal features of speech ( Wennerstrom, 2000 ), interactive characteris-
ics of speech in conversation ( Riggenbach, 1991 ), perceived smooth-
ess of speech by listeners ( Derwing et al., 2006 ), mean length of
un (see ( Lennon, 1990 )), and automaticity of speech production
 Segalowitz, 2007 ). Automaticity in turn is connected to phonological
emory and attention control ( Segalowitz, 2007 ; O’brien et al., 2007 ). 
Fluency is not independent of accentedness and comprehensibil-

ty but is indirectly related to both. For example, comprehensibility
atings correlate with elements related to fluency ( Isaacs and Trofi-
ovich, 2012 ). Speech rate is also predictive of fluency judgments
54 
 Cucchiarini et al., 2000 ; Kormos and Dénes, 2004 ), and similar judg-
ents of fluency may be given for speech at different rates. Listeners
re sensitive to whether speech is fluent, and speech that is heard as too
ast or too slow may also be heard as more accented or as less compre-
ensible ( Derwing et al., 1998 ). 
In relation to research on pronunciation, fluency may be measured

y evaluating speech features such as speech rate or articulation rate, or
t may be measured using Likert scales to capture perceptual evaluations
y asking listeners to assign a score using a value between the two ends
f a scale. 

.4. Effects of instruction 

A robust finding of pronunciation instruction is that it works. Three
ecent studies show that whether instruction comes from human teach-
rs or in CAPT, significant improvements are the norm. In the first, Saito
2012) looked at 15 pre-/post-test design studies to see whether instruc-
ion led to improved pronunciation and found that explicit attention
o pronunciation typically led to improvement. Improvement was more
ommon in controlled tasks and less common in spontaneous speech. 
In a second study, Lee et al. (2014) conducted a meta-analysis of 86

tudies to explore the success of pronunciation instruction. Instruction
ypically resulted in a relatively large degree of improvement, especially
hen the instruction was carried out over longer time periods, when
here was consistent feedback to learners, and again in more controlled
asks (such as reading aloud or imitation). This is perhaps not surprising
ince most studies have used controlled tasks. Relevant to this study,
ost studies employed university students. 
In a corresponding narrative analysis, Thomson (2012) and

homson and Derwing (2014) analyzed most of the studies in Lee et al.
2014) , but focusing instead on criteria from research for what pronun-
iation training should be like. The studies were mostly about segmen-
al improvement. The kind of instruction was usually underspecified.
ew studies (9%) have focused on improvements in comprehensibility
nd intelligibility. This study examines improvements in comprehensi-
ility, but most results that show improvements in global ratings privi-
ege prosody rather than segmentals. 
In all three reviews, few studies used delayed post-tests, so it was

nclear whether improvement continued past the intervention. These
nalyses suggest that interventions should be successful, and that ex-
licit attention to pronunciation should lead to improvement. However,
hey do not indicate whether more implicit feedback based on a Golden
peaker voice will be sufficient to show improvement in comprehensi-
ility and fluency. 

. System description 

To answer the Research Questions presented earlier, we developed
olden Speaker Builder (GSB), an online interactive tool that allows L2
earners to build a personalized pronunciation model: their own voice
roducing native-accented speech (i.e. a “golden speaker ”). To build
heir “golden speaker ”, L2 learners follow three steps. In the first step,
he learner records a keyword for each phone (e.g., for phoneme / ʒ/,
he learner records the keyword “vision ”) under the guidance of an in-
tructor to ensure that the utterance has near-native production. After
ecording each keyword, the learner segments the phone using a graph-
cal display of the waveform. In the second step, the learner records
everal sentences, which are used to estimate the learner’s pitch statis-
ics. In a final step, the learner selects a native speaker as a source model,
nd GSB resynthesizes the native speaker’s sentences using the recorded
hone segments and prosody statistics of learner. The process can be
ompleted in less than thirty minutes and generates a Golden Speaker
oice that produces intelligible speech with the voice quality of the L2
earner, and the prosody of the source native speaker normalized to the
itch range of the L2 learner. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Overall software architecture. (b) Architecture of the web applica- 

tion. 
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Table 2 

Keyword selection. The following is a list of keywords used to build anchor 

sets for L2 learners in the GSB application. Phoneme names are shown on the 

left column in ARPABET notation, and the words used to elicit the phoneme on 

the left. 

AA father CH cheat HH heat NG sing TH think 

AE ash D deep IH if OW oh UH push 

AH us DH this IY east OY toy UW boot 

AO horse EH "s" JH jeep P poke V vote 

AW ouch ER earth K keep R reads W weeds 

AX sofa EY ace L leads S See Y yes 

AY ice F feed M make SH sheep Z zoo 

B boat G gust N no T tea ZH vision 
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The software architecture of GSB is shown in Fig. 1 . GSB consists
f three components: a web application, a signal processing back-end,
nd a middleware to connect the signal processing back-end to the web
pplication. The web application provides a graphical interface for the
earner, responds to the learner’s requests, and stores the learner’s data
i.e., login information, speech recordings, and golden speakers) onto a
atabase – see Fig. 1 b. The signal processing back-end runs the accent
onversion algorithms, which generates synthesized speech for each
olden Speaker model. Finally, the middleware layer provides commu-
ication between the web application and the signal processing back-
nd via an asynchronous task queue. Detailed descriptions of each com-
onent are included in the following subsections. 

.1. Web application 

We implemented the web application using the Django framework. 2 

he web-app front-end was written in HTML5 and Javascript, and dec-
rated with Bootstrap, 3 whereas the web-app back-end was written
n Python with Django internal modules. User data is managed by an
QLite database engine 4 on a standard Linux file system. We hosted
he web application through Nginx. 5 To follow the workflow described
elow, we provide five functional modules: Login; Record Anchor Set;
dit Anchor Set; Build “Golden Speaker ”; and Practice with “Golden
peaker ”. 
The Login module provides registration and login functions. To use

SB, learners must register an account using their email, and login with
heir registered account and password. We implemented this module us-
ng Auth0 authentication, 6 and connected Auth0 to the SQLite database
o save the users’ account information. This module guarantees the pri-
acy of learners’ information and ensures that each learner can only
perate on their own information and data. 
The Record Anchor Set module enables learners to record keywords

nd prosody sentences, later used to build a Golden Speaker model. As
hown in Fig. 2 , the learner must record a keyword for each of the 40
hones in American English (CMU phone set 7 ). Once a user records a
eyword, the interface allows the learner to segment the phone segment
or “Anchor ”) by highlighting the corresponding region of the speech
aveform. Separate tabs are used for consonants, vowels, and pitch sen-
ences. Consonants are arranged according to their place and manner of
rticulation, and vowels are arranged according to their frontness and
eight (not shown). This arrangement allows the teacher and learner to
2 https://www.djangoproject.com/ . 
3 https://getbootstrap.com/ . 
4 https://www.sqlite.org/ . 
5 https://www.nginx.com/ . 
6 https://auth0.com/ . 
7 http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict . 
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55 
eview the basic organization of speech sounds in English, as the learner
ecords the various keywords. The “Pitch Sentences ” tab includes 30 sen-
ences representative of conversational speech (e.g., “What time does
he bus leave for the airport? ”) that were deliberately selected to pro-
ide good coverage of various prosodic contexts, and a free-speech ex-
rcise in which the learner first watches a 3-minute short film 

8 and then
ecords a 1–2 min audio summary. Recordings for all the keywords and
itch sentences are saved on the file system, whereas the segmentation
nformation is saved in the database. In a final step, both the record-
ngs and the segmentation information are sent to the signal processing
ack-end. 
We selected one keyword per phoneme to capture an “ideal ” example

f that phoneme or its main characteristic, e.g., the dominant allophone
f that phoneme. Voiceless aspirated stops are more distinct than un-
oiced aspirated stops, and were chosen preferentially for that reason.
dditionally, final stops were avoided, as well as final rhotics and ve-
arized approximants (e.g. “dark L ”). The full selection of keywords is
hown in Table 2 . 
The Edit Anchor Set module allows learners to make changes to

 previously recorded “Anchor Set ”. This includes re-recording specific
eywords or pitch sentences, and making corrections to the segmenta-
ions. Learners also have the option to rename, copy, and delete the
nchor Sets from their profile. Once an Anchor Set is modified, the up-
ated recordings and segmentation information are automatically sent
o the signal processing back-end. 
The Build Golden Speaker module allows learners to select one of

everal Native Speaker (NS) voices, each containing hundreds of sen-
ences, and pair it with one of their own Anchor Sets. Once a particular
S voice, Anchor Set, and list of sentences has been selected, this in-
ormation is sent to the signal-processing back-end to build the Golden
peaker model. 
The Practice with Golden Speaker module allows the learner to

ractice pronunciation with any of the previously-built Golden Speak-
rs. For example, we used a backward buildup exercise as one technique
or pronunciation practice, where the learner practices a long sentence
tarting from the last phrase and adding complexity in a backwards fash-
on. As an example, given the practice sentence “We’re going to the su-
ermarket to buy vegetables for dinner, ” the learner produces the phrase
for dinner , ” then the phrase “to buy vegetables for dinner ” and so forth. 

.2. Speech processing back-end 

To build Golden Speakers, the signal processing back-end uses a
parse, Anchor-Based Representation (SABR) reported in prior work
 Liberatore et al., 2015 ; Liberatore et al., 2018 ). The motivation be-
ind SABR is to separate speaker-dependent cues ( how something was
aid) from speaker-independent ones ( what was said). SABR performs
his decomposition by representing speech as a sparse, weighted sum of
8 “Spellbound ” by Ying Wu and Lizzia Xu; available at 

outube.com/watch?v = W_B2UZ_ZoxU 

https://www.djangoproject.com/
https://getbootstrap.com/
https://www.sqlite.org/
https://www.nginx.com/
https://auth0.com/
http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
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Fig. 2. Graphical user interface for recording consonants in American English. In the example shown, the learner has already recorded keywords for all the stop 

consonants (highlighted in green), has recorded the phone / 𝜃/ (highlighted in blue) and is in the process of selecting the appropriate section in the speech waveform 

shown at the bottom of the page. 
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coustic “anchors ”: 

 ≅ 𝐴 𝑆 𝑊 𝑆 (1)

here each column in matrix X represents an analysis window (i.e., a
ector of MFCCs), A S is a matrix of anchors for speaker S (one anchor per
hone), and W S is the utterance’s weight matrix. If there are M acoustic
rames in an utterance, N acoustic features (i.e., MFCCs), and K speaker
nchors, then X ∈R N ×M , A s ∈R N ×K , and W S ∈R K ×M . 
Due to the sparse nature of speech, a natural way to perform the

ecomposition is via sparse coding: minimize the reconstruction er-
or ‖𝑋 − 𝐴 𝑆 𝑊 𝑆 ‖ while also minimizing the number of basis vectors
sed in the decomposition. In SABR, we use the nonnegative Lasso
 Tibshirani, 1996 ): 

in 
𝑊 𝑆 

(‖‖𝑋 − 𝐴 𝑆 𝑊 𝑆 
‖‖ + 𝜆||||𝑊 𝑆 

||||1 )𝑠.𝑡. 𝑊 𝑆 > 0 (2)

here 𝜆 is a regularization term that balances the reconstruction and
parsity criteria, and ‖ · ‖1 is the L1 norm (i.e., Manhattan distance). To
olve for the Lasso, our implementation uses the Least Angle Regression
LARS) ( Efron et al., 2004 ) algorithm. 
56 
Given anchor sets A S and A T for source and target speakers, respec-
ively, SABR provides a straightforward way to perform voice conver-
ion: for each source utterance X S , compute the weight matrix W S rela-
ive to the source anchors A S , then combine it with the target anchors:

̂
 𝑇 = 𝐴 𝑇 𝑊 𝑆 (3)

In the case of GSB, source anchors are precomputed in advance
or each of the native speaker voices, whereas target anchors are ob-
ained from the learner’s Anchor Set. First, we compute the STRAIGHT
 Kawahara, 2006 ) spectral envelope and compress it to 25 MFCCS (25
el-filterbanks, 25 coefficients, 8 kHz cutoff). Then, we separate energy

 MFCC 0 ) and use the remaining coefficients ( 𝑀𝐹 𝐶 𝐶 1−24 ) in Eq. (3) . Af-
er converting these coefficients, we append the source MFCC 0 and back-
roject the MFCCs into the STRAIGHT spectrum. Finally, we transform
he pitch track 𝐹 𝑆 0 to match the target speaker’s pitch range using log
ean and variance scaling: 

og 𝐹 𝑇 0 = 𝜎𝑇 

log 
(
𝐹 𝑆 0 

)
− 𝜇𝑆 

𝜎
+ 𝜇𝑇 (4)
𝑆 
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here 𝜇S , 𝜇T and 𝜎S , 𝜎T are the mean and variance of the log of the
ource and target speaker’s pitch distributions, respectively. 

.2.1. Residual warping 

Eq. (3) can lead to “muffled ” speech that has low quality and lacks
pectral detail since the original encoding in Eq. (1) discards the residual
omponent R S : 

 𝑆 = 𝐴 𝑆 𝑊 𝑆 + 𝑅 𝑆 (5)

hich typically has a magnitude of 1.5 dB ( Liberatore et al., 2015 ). To
mprove synthesis quality, one may be tempted to add the source resid-
al R S back into Eq. (3) . Unfortunately, the residual R S oftentimes car-
ies speaker-specific information. As a result, naïvely adding it to the re-
onstructed target spectrum �̂� 𝑇 alters the voice identity of the “Golden
peaker ”, moving it away from that of the learner. 
To address this issue, GSB adds the residual reconstruction error R S 

o the reconstructed target spectrum �̂� 𝑇 via an intermediate function
 ( · ): 

̂
 𝑇 = 𝐴 𝑇 𝑊 𝑆 + 𝐹 

(
𝑅 𝑆 

)
(6)

hich transforms residuals from the source acoustic space to the target
coustic space. Namely, for each pair of source-target anchors 𝐴 

𝑘 
𝑆 
and

 

𝑘 
𝑇 
, we select the frequency warp that minimizes the SSE of the warped

ource and target anchors. Then, at runtime, we use the SABR weights
 S to compute a warping function for each individual frame. 
Following Panchapagesan and Alwan (2009) , we use a piecewise lin-

ar warping function that has two free parameters: an inflection point
 0 (normalized frequency), and the slope p of the warping from 0 to 𝜔 0 :

 𝑝𝑤 

(
𝜔 ; 𝜔 0 , 𝑝 

)
= 

{ 

𝑝𝜔, 0 ≤ 𝜔 ≤ 𝜔 0 

𝑝 𝜔 0 + 

(
1− 𝑝 𝜔 0 
1− 𝜔 0 

)(
𝜔 − 𝜔 0 

)
, 𝜔 0 < 𝜔 ≤ 1 (7) 

When using cepstral coefficients, the transform in Eq. (7) can be
xpressed as a linear transform. Following ( Panchapagesan and Al-
an, 2009 ), we compute this transform as a product of a Discrete Cosine
ransform (DCT) matrix C and its warped inverse (IDCT) �̂� . Assuming
 filters in an MFCC filterbank, N cepstral coefficients, and a warping
unction f ( 𝜔 ), matrices 𝐶 ∈  

𝑁×𝑀 and �̂� ∈  

𝑀×𝑁 can be computed as:

 𝑚,𝑘 
𝑇 = 

[
𝛼𝑘 cos 

(
𝜋𝑘 𝜔 𝑚 

)]
1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀 

0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁 − 1 

(8) 

̂
 𝑚,𝑘 = 

[
𝛼𝑘 cos 

(
𝜋𝑘𝑓 

(
𝜔 𝑚 

))]
1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀 

0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁 − 1 

(9) 

here 𝛼k is a term to ensure that the DCT is unitary, and 𝜔 m is
he normalized frequency for the m th Mel filter. The linear warping
f the MFCCs is 𝑇 = 𝐶 �̂� , where 𝑇 ∈  

𝑁×𝑁 . Substituting f pw ( · ) from
q. (7) into Eq. (9) , the transform becomes a function of 𝜔 0 and p : 

 

(
𝜔 0 , 𝑝 

)
= 𝐶 �̂� 

(
𝜔 0 , 𝑝 

)
(10)

For each pair of source-target anchors 𝐴 

𝑘 
𝑆 
and 𝐴 

𝑘 
𝑇 
, we create a trans-

orm T k by selecting 𝜔 0 and p to minimize the SSE of the transformed
ource and target anchors: 

 𝑘 = argmin 
𝑇 ( 𝜔 0 ,𝑝 ) 

∑(
𝑇 
(
𝜔 0 , 𝑝 

)
𝐴 

𝑘 
𝑆 
− 𝐴 

𝑘 
𝑇 

)2 
(11) 

Following Pitz and Ney (2005) , we constrain the inflection frequency
 0 ∈ [0.4, 0.8] and the warping slope p ∈ [0.8, 1.2]. The resulting resid-
al warping VC method is similar to Weighted Frequency Warping
 Erro et al., 2010 ). 
The final transform is the weighted sum of the individual anchor

ransforms T k , where we add a single row 𝑊 𝑘 +1 = 1 − 𝑊 1…𝑘 1 to ensure
he weights sum to 1, and set the corresponding warp 𝑇 𝑘 +1 = 𝐼 . For each
57 
ource frame X S, i , SABR weight vector W S, i , and the frame residual R S, i ,
e estimate the target speaker’s spectrum X T, i as: 

̂
 𝑇 ,𝑖 = 𝐴 𝑇 𝑊 𝑆,𝑖 + 

( 

𝐾+1 ∑
𝑘 =1 

𝑊 𝑆,𝑖,𝑘 𝑇 𝑘 

) 

𝑅 𝑆,𝑖 (12) 

Because of the sparsity imposed in Eq. (2) , the resulting residual
ransform matrix favors weights on or near the diagonal, a cepstral VTLN
roperty noted by Pitz and Ney (2005) . 

.3. Middleware 

GSB uses an asynchronous task queue, Solem (2016) , as the mid-
leware to communicate between the web application and the signal
rocessing back-end. Each time the user submits a request containing
ignal processing operations, the web application creates a task worker
nd pushes it into the asynchronous task queue. Tasks in the queue are
hen dispatched to an available worker, which in turn calls the appropri-
te signal processing function in the back-end. Once the task is complete,
esults are sent back to the web application through the asynchronous
ask queue, and the worker is set to be available. 
Two types of signal-processing tasks are included in GSB: (1) building

 SABR model for a given Anchor Set, and (2) synthesizing speech for a
Golden Speaker ”. Tasks of the first type are dispatched after a complete
nchor Set is recorded and saved. This involves passing all the record-
ngs (keywords, pitch sentences) and segment information to the signal
rocessing back-end, saving the SABR model (i.e., target anchors A T and
itch statistics 𝜇T , 𝜎T ) to the file system, and passing the corresponding
ath to the web application so it can be stored in the database. The run
ime to build a SABR model is 10 min, largely due to the STRAIGHT
peech analysis (~5 s processing time for 1 s of speech). Tasks of the
econd type are dispatched when the user submits a request to build a
Golden Speaker ”. This involves passing the following information to
he signal-processing backend: the teacher’s SABR model (computed far
n advance), the learner’s SABR model (computed from the Anchor Set),
nd a list of sentences the learner wants to synthesize. Once these sen-
ences have been re-synthesized as a “Golden Speaker ”, the recordings
re saved to the Linux file system, and the corresponding path is re-
urned to the web application so it can be stored in the database. The
un time for this type of task is approximately 10 s/sentence. 

. listening tests 

We conducted a series of perceptual listening tests to determine how
uccessful GSB was in generating golden speaker voices. First, we con-
ucted a voice-identity test to assess whether the golden speaker cap-
ures the learner’s voice quality, which is the most significant goal to
chieve. Next, we conducted an accentedness test to determine if the
SB syntheses have native-like accents, a goal that is also critical for
ur application. Finally, as a common practice in speech-synthesis re-
ated tasks, we evaluated the audio quality of the syntheses through a
tandard MOS test. 

.1. Speech corpus 

The speech corpus used for these perceptual listening tests consisted
f recordings from L1 speakers (the “teacher ” voices), L2 speakers (the
learner ” voices) and golden speaker voices of the L2 speakers using the
1 speakers as models. For this purpose, first we recorded two Ameri-
an English speakers (CBL: male; GMA: female) as teacher voices. Each
peaker produced 100 utterances from the ARCTIC corpus ( Kominek and
lack, 2004 ), from which we built the SABR models, and an additional
4 utterances to be used as “training ” utterances for participants in the
ronunciation training experiment (reported in section 5). To gener-
te SABR models for each teacher, we extracted phoneme labels using
he Montreal forced-aligner ( McAuliffe et al., 2017 ). Namely, for each
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Fig. 3. Voice identity ratings. The range is from − 7 (definitely different speak- 
ers) to + 7 (definitely the same speaker). 
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honeme in the GSB “Record Anchor Set ” interface ( N = 40), we ex-
racted a single phoneme anchor corresponding to the centroid of all
rames in the 100 utterances that were labeled with the corresponding
honeme. 
Next, we recruited 18 L2 learners of American English to partici-

ate in the pronunciation training study; see Section 5.1 for details.
ach L2 learner recorded a set of keywords and prosody sentences, from
hich we built their corresponding SABR model. Then, L2 learners prac-
iced with the 24 training utterances and recorded them pre- and post-
reatment. Two of the L2 learners did not finish the study and another
ne L2 learner did not record their post-test sentences. Consequently,
e have speech data from 15 learners (8 males, 7 females). Of these, we
sed speech data from 6 learners 9 (3 males, 3 females) for the percep-
ual listening tests reported here. To obtain golden-speaker voices, we
aired the 3 male L2 learners with the male L1 teacher voice (CBL), and
he 3 female L2 learners with the female L1 teacher voice (GMA). 

.2. Perceptual studies 

For each pair of L1-L2 speakers, we evaluated the golden-speaker
oice against a control. The golden-speaker condition ( GS ) used a SABR
odel for the L2 learner where each phoneme anchor was obtained from
he corresponding keyword segment, as originally segmented by the
2 learner–see Fig. 2 , as well as the prosody sentences (forced aligned
ith the Montreal forced-aligner). The control condition used a golden-
peaker that only applies a pitch transformation ( PT ) ( Martin, 2004 ;
enevalogic 2006 ) to the L1 teacher voice to match the pitch range of
he learner. 
We conducted the perceptual listening tests on Amazon Mechani-

al Turk to evaluate the non-native voice identity, accentedness, and
coustic quality of the two golden-speaker voices. 10 Recordings in each
istening test were randomly ordered. We also included 12 calibration
tterances in each listening test to detect if listeners were not attending
dequately to the task ( Buchholz and Latorre, 2011 ). If so, we removed
heir responses from the sample. 

.2.1. Voice identity 

We evaluated the voice identity of the syntheses using a Voice Sim-
larity Score (VSS) test Felps et al., 2009 ; Kreiman and Papcun, 1991 ).
amely, participants listened to pairs of utterances and were required
o ( (1) decide whether the two utterances were from the same speaker,
nd (2) then rate their confidence in the decision on a 7-point scale, as in
elham and Blanton (2012) . For each utterance pair, one was a testing
tterance randomly sampled from one of the two golden-speaker voices;
he other was a reference utterance randomly sampled from either the
orresponding source or target speaker. The VSS was then computed by
ollapsing the above two fields into a 15-point scale from − 7 (definitely
ifferent speakers) to + 7 (definitely the same speaker). Listeners ( n = 30)
ated the VSS of 108 utterance pairs. We used 48 pairs of utterances for
ach synthesis condition (GS and PT) —8 pairs per L1-L2 speaker pair
4 AC-L1, 4 AC-L2), and 12 pairs of unmodified source and target utter-
nces to ensure participants did not cheat. Following Felps et al. (2009) ,
e played utterances in reverse to reduce the influence of accents in the
erception of voice identity. 
Results are shown in Fig. 3 . For GS voices, listeners were quite con-

dent that the syntheses and the original L1 recordings are from differ-
nt speakers and they were sligtly confident that the syntheses and the
9 We randomly selected 6 learners from the original set of 15 learners to en- 

ure that listeners could complete the test within a reasonable time (within 30 

inutes) to avoid fatigue. 
10 Following Aryal and Gutierrez-Osuna (2015) , "Reduction of non-native ac- 

ents through statistical parametric articulatory synthesis," The Journal of the 

coustical Society of America, vol. 137, no. 1, pp. 433-446, 2015., all listeners 

ere required to pass an American accent identification test prior to participat- 

ng in the studies. 
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58 
riginal L2 recordings are from the same speaker (GS system, AC-L1:
 4.41; AC-L2 2.00; p ≪ 0.001, single-tailed T-tests). In contrast, listen-
rs were quite confident that syntheses from pitch transformation were
rom the same speaker as the original L1 recordings and were some-
hat confident that they were from different speakers than the original
2 recordings (PT system, AC-L1: 4.46; AC-L2: − 2.94; p ≪ 0.001, single-
ailed T-tests). Both the AC-L1 and AC-L2 distributions were significantly
ifferent for the GS and PT systems ( p ≪ 0.001, two-tailed T-test). Thus,
T syntheses were perceived as being very close to the L1 speaker and
ery different from the L2 learners, whereas GS voices were rated as
eing very different from the L1 speaker, and close to the voice of the
2 learners, indicating a good identity match. 

.2.2. Accentedness 

Following Munro and Derwing (1995) , we used a scaled-rating test
o establish the degree of accentedness of individual utterances. Listen-
rs ( n = 27) rated the foreign accentedness (1-No foreign accent, 9-Very
trong foreign accent) of 120 utterances. The utterances were from ei-
her of the two test conditions above (GS, PT), from the source native
peakers, or from the target foreign speakers. We used 30 utterances
or each of the test conditions and the target foreign speakers (5 utter-
nces for each of 6 learners, 30 utterances). For both of the source native
peakers, we selected 15 utterances to ensure a class balance in the test.
Results are summarized in Fig. 4 (a). As expected, original utterances

rom the L1 speakers received the lowest ratings for foreign accented-
ess (1.11), whereas those from the L2 learners received highest rat-
ngs (7.44). PT achieved similar ratings as the original L1 utterances
1.17; 𝑝 = 0 . 236 , two-tailed t -test), which is to be expected since pitch-
ransformed utterances are identical to L1 utterances except for their
itch range. Finally, the GS voice was rated as being significantly less ac-
ented (2.42) than the L2 utterances (7.44; p ≪ 0.001, two-tailed t -test)
ut not as much as L1 utterances (1.11; p ≪ 0.001, two-tailed t -test) or
he PT utterances (1.17; p ≪ 0.001, two-tailed t -test). In summary, the
S voice showed a significant decrease (~84%) in foreign accentedness
ompared to the original L2 speech. 

.2.3. Acoustic quality 

We evaluated the acoustic quality of the two golden-speaker voices
sing a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test. Listeners ( n = 28) rated the MOS
1-Bad, 2-Poor, 3-Fair, 4-Good, 5-Excellent) of 120 utterances. We used
he same test conditions as in the foreign accentedness test in the prior
ection. 
Results are summarized in Fig. 4 (b). Listeners rated original utter-

nces from L1 speakers and pitch transformation as having the highest
coustic quality (L1: 4.66, PT: 4.56). Surprisingly, though, listeners gave
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Fig. 4. (a) Foreign accentedness ratings. The 

rating ranges from 1 (no foreign accent) to 9 

(very strong foreign accent). (b) Mean opin- 

ion score (MOS) of acoustic quality ratings with 

95% confidence interval. The MOS scale is from 

1 (bad) to 5 (excellent). 
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he L2 recordings a much lower MOS than the L1 (3.44; p ≪ 0.001, two-
ailed t -test), despite the fact that they were the original natural speech
ecordings, which indicates that ratings of acoustic quality are influ-
nced by accentedness. Finally, listeners rated the GS voices as having
ower quality (2.16) than the PT voices (4.56; p ≪ 0.001, two-tailed t -
est), due to distortions introduced in the accent-conversion algorithm.
e anticipated this result, since the pitch transformation technique does
ot alter the speech spectrogram and distortions are minimal due to the
se of the STRAIGHT vocoder, which produces high-quality speech anal-
sis and reconstruction. 

. User study 

We conducted a user study to validate GSB in a language-instruction
etting with a population of Korean L2 learners of English. The study fol-
owed a quasi-experimental pre-, immediate post- and delayed post-test
t a midwestern university in the USA. Learners took a pre-test followed
y three weeks of CAPT using the GSB, followed by an immediate post-
est one week after training and a delayed post-test three weeks after
raining. Learners were interviewed after each test session. 

.1. Participants 

There were two groups of participants in this study: learners and
aters. Learners were 15 Korean learners of English (eight male) major-
ng in various fields of study. Learners were recruited from undergrad-
ate and graduate ESL courses when one of the researchers introduced
he study in a classroom visit. Initially, 18 learners signed up to partici-
ate the study; however, we did not include the data from three of these
articipants since they missed at least two training sessions. 
Raters included 95 native-English speaking undergraduate students
ajoring in different areas at the same university. These raters were
art of two groups since comprehensibility ( n = 50), and fluency ( n = 45)
ere each rated by a separate group of raters. All raters were recruited
rom first- and second-year composition classes through the introduction
f the study by one of the researchers in a classroom visit. Learners
nd raters were recruited through convenience sampling; that is, we
ollected data from all students who were willing to participate. 

.1.1. Pronunciation challenges for Korean speakers in English 

We chose to use Korean speakers because of the high likelihood that
hey would have both segmental and suprasegmental difficulties with
nglish. We also chose Korean learners because different Korean learn-
rs often have similar types of difficulties, even at more advanced levels
f English proficiency. Among the most notable differences between the
nglish and the Korean sound systems are that Korean vowels do not
ave a tense vs. lax distinction, and voiced and voiceless sounds are not
egarded as different ( Lee, 2001 ). 
59 
L1 Korean learners find both segmental and suprasegmental features
f English challenging. Lee (2001) lists the vowel and consonants sounds
f English most likely to cause issues. Among vowels, / ɔ / is problem-
tic, as it does not exist in Korean, so Korean speakers of English tend
o assimilate it to a pure /o/ ( Cho, 2004 ). Additionally, English / ʌ/ is
ften pronounced by Koreans as / ɑ /, while English /æ/ is assimilated to
orean /e/. The Korean sound system does not include the sound / ɝ /,
hich is frequently confused with / ɔ /. Therefore, differentiating words
uch as “work ” and “walk ” is difficult both in perception and produc-
ion. 
For consonant sounds, Korean learners of English do not have a

oiced vs. voiceless distinction as in English. Therefore, word pairs such
s “log ” and “lock ”, “raised ” and “raced ”, “beach ” and “peach ”, etc., are
ften confused ( Lee, 2001 ). Voiced and voiceless distinctions are also not
ound in stops and affricates. Korean has three phonemic voiceless stops
such as /p/, pH/ and /pp/) for the bilabial, alveolar and velar places of
rticulation where English has two phonemes distinguished by voicing.
he same pattern holds for the post-alveolar affricate /t ʃ/. The lack of
honemic stop-fricative distinctions in Korean also leads to challenges
ith /b/-/v/ and /f/-/p/, as in “defend ” and “depend ” ( Cho, 2004 ).
nother common challenge is the English distinction between / ɹ / and
l/, mapping to a single Korean phoneme. Other consonant sounds not
ound in Korean are /z/, /ð/, and / 𝜃/, and they are frequently assimi-
ated to /d ʒ/, /d/, and /s/, respectively. Apart from having difficulties
ith consonant sounds because they are not present in the Korean sound
ystem, Korean learners of English also have difficulties with certain
imilar consonant sounds in specific environments. So, / ʃ/ and /t ʃ/ are
art of Korean but are not found in syllable codas. As a result, Korean
earners often add either / ɪ / or / ə / to English words ending in these
ounds to match Korean syllable structure constraints ( Lee, 2001 ). 
Prosodically, in Korean each syllable has similar emphasis, and each

ord in a sentence has the same prominence. This may sometimes cause
t to be characterized as monotonous-sounding ( Cho, 2004 ). Korean and
nglish also differ in the ways that they use intonation, and especially
n how English uses flexibly-placed lexical prominence to call attention
o information structure. Korean also has an accentual phrase that is
efined by varied tonal patterns that do not map to equivalent patterns
n English ( Jun, 1995 ). 

.2. Materials 

Materials used in this study included recordings of Korean learners’
peech collected through a read-aloud task as well as three interviews
one during the pre-, immediate post- and delayed post-tests. 
Read-aloud Task . The read-aloud task included 48 sentences

 Appendix A ), 24 of which were modified from sentences taken
rom Carnegie Mellon University Arctic speech synthesis corpus
 Kominek et al., 2003 ). The reasons for modifying the original sentences
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Fig. 5. Training interface using syntheses from the GSB tool: (a) say-listen- 

repeat exercise; (b) listen-repeat exercise; (c) backward build-up exercise. 
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ere twofold: (a) to make them more readable by removing or changing
roblematic words such as proper names, and simplifying difficult sen-
ence structures including infrequent syntactic patterns which are com-
only used only in literary texts; and (b) to include words which were
ikely to contain sounds that were problematic for Korean learners. The
ther 24 sentences were adapted from United States State Department
nglish as a Second Language materials 11 and posts on social media
o that we had a representation of conversational sentences. These sen-
ences were also modified in some cases to include words that contained
roblematic vowels and consonant sounds for Korean learners. 
Interviews . The interviews included varying numbers of questions

epending on the interview time (pre, post, delayed post). The pur-
ose of these questions was to understand the educational background
f learners, their use of English, and why they were interested in tak-
ng part in pronunciation training. Immediate and delayed post-test
uestions collected data about learners’ use of and experience with the
SB and their self-evaluation of improvements as a result of the GSB
raining. 

.3. Procedures 

Learners. In the pre-test learners were first interviewed about their
ersonal and educational backgrounds, their use of English, and their
nterest in the pronunciation training. This helped us get a sense of
hat the learners thought about their own pronunciation and why they
anted to improve it. They then recorded sounds of English by pro-
ucing key words and pitch sentences in the GSB tool (see Section 3.1)
ith one of the researchers present to guide them through the process.
inally, learners recorded a free speech sample by narrating a short
ideo. 12 This video was chosen because it had an uncomplicated story
ine and required use of words that learners would be familiar with.
nce learners recorded English sounds and sentences to estimate their
oice pitch, they read aloud 48 sentences, 24 of which were used in the
raining. 
In the week following the pre-test, learners started a three-week

raining program. During each week, learners came to a computer lab on
he university campus three times. Each time, the learners spent thirty
inutes using the training interface with headphones. The interface in-
luded the 24 training sentences, each of which was created from a syn-
hesis of the learner’s own voice with that of a native speaker. Learners
racticed with 8 sentences in the first week, 16 sentences in the sec-
nd week (reviewing the sentences from week 1 and adding 8 more),
nd all 24 sentences in the third week. The training interface included
hree types of exercises: say-listen-repeat, listen-repeat, and backward
uild-up (see Fig. 5 ). After becoming familiar with all three types of
xercises, learners were free to use any format that they found useful.
earners were told to use the instructions provided in the training pro-
ram but were encouraged to consult any of the research assistants in
he room if they did not understand how to use something. After the
rst week, few learners asked any questions. In addtion, eye-tracking
as used for all learners during the training, but is not reported in this
aper. 
Following the three weeks of training, learners took part in the im-
ediate and delayed post-tests. Immediate post-tests were given in the
eek following the training, delayed post-tests were given three weeks
fter the training. In both of these tests, learners first recorded the 48
entences, retold the story in the video, and were then interviewed. 
Raters. Comprehensibility and fluency were each rated by a separate

roup of raters. Because raters could only rate between 260 and 360 sen-
ences in the rating time, we chose to focus only on the first week’s sen-
ences (eight training sentences). We included the pre-test, post-test and
elayed post-test sentences for each of the 15 learners, along with a set of
11 https://americanenglish.state.gov/materials-teaching-english . 
12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v = TuNdTpjXkJ0 . 
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60 
ix distractors from native speakers to verify the consistency of ratings.
his meant that raters were ideally rating 360 sentences (15 ×3 ×8). The
ating procedures for comprehensibility and fluency were the same. All
entences were uploaded to rating software developed by one of the re-
earchers, and sentences were presented randomly. Because the rating
ask was completely randomized, the total number of sentences listened
o by each rater for each dependent task varied (i.e. not all listeners lis-
ened to every sentence because of differences in how long it took to
omplete the task). In addition, three sentences from native speakers
ere included to check for rater attentiveness. 
Raters listened to and evaluated as many as sentences as they could

n the 50 min provided for the rating task. Raters evaluated each sen-
ence they listened to based on a 10-point Likert scale. 0 represented
 poor rating and 9 represented an excellent rating for each dependent
ariable. Before raters started the rating task, they listened to four train-
ng sentences so that they became familiar with the task. They were en-
ouraged to use the whole scale and could ask questions if they did not
nderstand anything. 

https://americanenglish.state.gov/materials-teaching-english
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuNdTpjXkJ0
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Table 3 

Statistical analysis of comprehensibility and fluency. 

Comprehensibility Fluency 

Effect of Time, 𝜒2 (2) 17.7 ( p < 0.001) 27.8 ( p < 0.001) 

Pre-test score, mean [95% CI] 4.5 [4.2, 4.8] 3.2 [2.9, 3.6] 

Immediate post-test ccore, mean [95% CI] 5.0 [4.7, 5.3] ∗∗ 4.5 [4.2, 4.8] ∗∗ 

Delayed post-test score, mean [95% CI] 4.8 [4.5, 5.1] ∗ 4.4 [4.1, 4.7] ∗∗ 

Post-hoc comparisons: 
∗ p < 0.1. 
∗∗ p < 0.001. 
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.4. Data analysis 

Inter-rater reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s 𝛼 (a correlation-
ased metric). In a reliable rating procedure, if one rater assigns a higher
alue to recording X than to recording Y, then other raters evaluating
he same pair of recordings would be similarly expected to assign a
igher value to recording X than to recording Y. If this is indeed the
ase, Cronbach’s 𝛼 would be high, and distributions of ratings can be
eliably compared to answer RQ1. 
Since, as it will be reported below, our dataset yielded high Cron-

ach’s 𝛼, our main analyses proceeded to compare distributions of rat-
ngs across conditions. Analyses were based on fitting linear mixed-
ffects regression models to predict dependent variables (i.e. ratings
f comprehensibility and fluency) based on the two factors: Training
trained vs. untrained sentences) and Time (pre-test, immediate post-
est, and delayed post-test). After checking the normality assumption by
unning the Shapiro-Wilk test for each dependent variable, four nested
odels were fit to the data: (1) an intercept-only model; (2) a model
dding a fixed effect for Time; (3) a model adding a fixed main ef-
ect for Training; and (4) a model adding an interaction between Time
nd Training. All models included random by-talker intercepts and ran-
om slopes for Training. Gains in goodness of fit of successive models
ere evaluated using chi-square tests. Fixed-effect parameters of the full
odel were used to estimate means of the dependent variables at dif-
erent levels of Time and Training. Wald estimates of the confidence
ntervals (CIs) for means were then derived from the model. 

.5. Results: improvement of comprehensibility and fluency 

.5.1. Comprehensibility 

A total of 8004 comprehensibility ratings were obtained from 50
isteners. Each recording was rated by an average of 22.3 listeners).
nterrater reliability was assessed using correlations between ratings
Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.919). High Cronbach’s 𝛼 indicates that distributions
f ratings can be analyzed statistically to ascertain differences between
onditions. 
Comprehensibility ratings were normally distributed ( W = 1, p <

.001). Two nested linear mixed-effects regression models were fit to
he data to predict the rating of comprehensibility: Model 1 was an
ntercept-only model, and Model 2 added a fixed effect for Time. Both
odels included random by-participant intercepts and random slopes
or Time. Model 2 resulted in a significantly better fit to the data than
odel 1: 𝜒2 (2) = 17.7, p < 0.001; see Table 3 . This suggests that speak-
rs’ comprehensibility significantly changed over time. Estimated mean
atings and the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were then derived from
odel 2. At pre-test, the mean rating was 4.5 (CI: [4.2, 4.8]); at immedi-
te post-test, 5.0 (CI: [4.7, 5.3]); at delayed post-test, 4.8 (CI: [4.5, 5.1]).
ost-hoc pairwise comparisons of least-square means revealed a signif-
cant difference between pre-test and immediate post-test ( p < 0.001).
he difference between the immediate post-test and the delayed post-
est was only marginally significant ( p = 0.069), and so was the differ-
nce between the pre-test and the delayed post-test ( p = 0.059). This sug-
ests that participants did improve their comprehensibility from pre-test
o immediate post-test, but we are unable to tell with certainty whether
61 
heir gains were retained or partially lost by the time of the delayed
ost-test. 

.5.2. Fluency 

To explore whether there was an improvement in fluency, a total of
798 fluency ratings were obtained from 45 listeners. Each recording
as rated by an average of 18.9 listeners. As with the measure of com-
rehensibility reported above, the high value of Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.963
ndicated that this measure was highly reliable. 
Fluency ratings were normally distributed ( W = 1, p < 0.001). Two

ested linear mixed-effects regression models were fit to the data to
redict the rating of fluency: Model 1 was an intercept-only model, and
odel 2 added a fixed effect for Time. Both models incorporated a ran-
om by-participant intercept with a random slope for Time. Model 2 re-
ulted in a significantly better fit to the data than Model 1: 𝜒2 (2) = 27.8,
 < 0.001; see 
Table 3 . This suggests that fluency changed over time. Estimates of
eans and 95% CIs were derived from Model 2. At the pre-test, the
ean rating of fluency was 3.2 (CI: [2.9, 3.6]); at the immediate post-
est, 4.5 (CI: [4.2, 4.8]); and the delayed post-test, 4.4 (CI: [4.1, 4.7]).
ost-hoc comparisons revealed that there was a significant difference
etween the pre-test and both post-tests ( p < 0.001), while there was
o difference between the immediate post-test and the delayed post-test
 p = 0.561). Gains in fluency between the immediate post-test and the
elayed post-test were retained. 
To summarize, comprehensibility and fluency both were rated as

mproving from the pre-test. Trained sentences showed significant im-
rovements in fluency from pre-test to post-test and maintained the im-
rovement at the delayed post-test. Clearly, the training regimen, in
hich language learners practiced the trained sentences for three weeks,
ad an effect on how smoothly they were able to produce them. 

.6. Results: learners’ GSB experience 

To answer research question 2, “What features of the GSB did learn-
rs find useful or in need of improvement? ”, we interviewed learners
ollowing their immediate post- and delayed post-tests. Although both
nterviews included similar questions ( Appendix B ), delayed post-test
nterview included an additional question in which learners were asked
o listen to two sentences from their pre- and post-test productions. 
When learners were asked about the value of the pronunciation train-

ng and the ways they improved their speaking and pronunciation, they
amed several features. The feature that all learners except for one men-
ioned was fluency. Fourteen learners stated that GSB was helpful in
aking their speech sound more fluent and smoother. In fact, eight
f these learners noticed how fluent they sounded after they listened
o their pre- and post-test sentences during the delayed post-test inter-
iew. Learners’ perceived improvement in fluency is also supported by
ur quantitative findings which showed a significant improvement be-
ween pre- and post-test. Learners (Excerpts 1 and 2) usually reported
ow ‘choppy’, ‘cut’ or ‘slow’ they sounded in their pre-test sentences
hereas how ‘quick’ or ‘smooth’ they were in their post-test produc-
ions. 
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xcerpt 1: 

Learner: actually this one is much more better than first. 
Interviewer: okay, what is better about it? 
Learner: this one, second one. 
Interviewer: but what about it is better? What makes it better? 
Learner: the first one is just uh how to say that, flow, the flow sounds

ike cut . 
Interviewer: okay so choppy . 
Learner: and the second one isn’t, more better fluency . 

xcerpt 2: 

Learner: uh, oh. I think my spoken English is more quick. 
Interviewer: more quick, okay. 
Learner: yeah more quick and um I think my fluency is better . 
Connections between the words was something that some learners
entioned when they talked about fluency; they believed being able to
onnect words to each other instead of saying them one by one made
heir speech sound more smooth and more natural (See Excerpt 3). As
 result, fluency and connected speech features were co-occurring top-
cs learners touched on. Connected speech was something that some
earners noticed clearly during their GSB training. They referred to the
linking’ between words and how they did not notice the connection be-
ween sounds before. They stated that they tried to use the GSB voice
s a model to be able to produce the linking between words. One of the
earners (Excerpt 4) said she knew about connected speech but she did
ot care about it until her practice with the GSB because she thought
onnected speech created a noticeable difference between her own pro-
unciation and that of the model voice. This awareness led her to care
bout something that she had not cared about before. 
xcerpt 3: 

Learner: so far more smooth and sounds more naturally. 
Interviewer: Okay and anything else other than those? 
Learner: mmm, I think just like I changed the way I speaked. Like

ell first before the training I said all words, speaking really clearly.
nd after the training like more connected and more smooth . 
xcerpt 4: 

Interviewer: what are those things that you noticed with this model
oice? 
Learner: some something like when the words connected together

ery strongly. 

Interviewer: Okay so you have trouble with connected speech. Did
ou notice that before? Your, did you not know it before? 
Learner: actually I didn’t care about it before . But I do care right

ow. After this, 
Interviewer: why did it make you to care about it? 
Learner: um, I think it’s the big difference with my voice and model

oice . 
Another pronunciation feature that was mentioned by most learners

 n = 12) was intonation. Learners often stated how monotonous their
peech was compared to the model voice and they did not have much
ups and downs’ or ‘highs and lows’ in their speech when they spoke En-
lish (Excerpt 5). Learners often explained the difference between their
ntonation and that of English by explaining how Korean works in gen-
ral. They explained the change between ‘high and low’ as not some-
hing existing in Korean (Excerpt 6). When we asked learners if they
ould recommend practicing with the GSB to the others, one learner
pecifically commented on the benefit of hearing his own voice and how
t helped with noticing the flow and intonation of the language: “…it is
 good opportunity to listen to your actual voice and then you can practice

our pronunciation and you can actually be aware of your voice or flows

nd intonation ”. 
xcerpt 5: 

Interviewer: did you feel any changes during the training in your
ronunciation? Anything you think you are doing better now? 
Learner: oh I could some um realize that in terms of like um do

uestion or some, so sometimes I need to tone down and tone up in
62 
erms of different question types . That would be helpful to speak in
nglish. 
Interviewer: so you improved your intonation with those questions?
Learner: Mm-hmm. Yes I think so. 

xcerpt 6: 

Interviewer: okay, so how was yours different from the model voice?
Learner: um many Koreans pronunciation is not really high or low.

ust stable because Korean yeah, Korean language is kind of that. So um
t was helpful to practice how to which part is good and what goes off
nd which part is goes down . 
Interviewer: Mm-hmm. So you started to think about those things? 
Learner: Mm-hmm. 
Learners also mentioned how GSB helped them notice the stress in

ndividual words and sentences ( n = 6). In addition, they mentioned how
t helped with the improvement of certain sounds of English. However,
he benefit of the GSB in improving segmentals was likely from practic-
ng extensively for three weeks rather than hearing a voice similar to
heirs. Extensive fluency practice may impact segmental improvement
imply because of practice. Because the learners mostly talked about im-
rovements in fluency and prosody, improvements in segmental quality
ay have been a side-effect of practice in general, and not connected to
racticing with a golden speaker voice. 
Three different exercise types were included in the design: say-listen-

epeat, listen-repeat, and backward build-up exercises. Several learners
 n = 9) stated their favorite exercise type was backward build-up because
t gave them a chance to practice pronunciation in smaller chunks of
peech. They could listen to the phrases in a sentence separately and this
elped them in three ways: a) focus on parts they had more difficulties
ith, b) listen to words individually, c) focus on tones [i.e., intonation],
nd d) control the speed better (See Excerpt 7). One of the learners
pecifically mentioned the normal speed of sentences was too fast for
im and backward build-up gave him the chance to practice things step
y step, thus helping him with the flow of speech. 
xcerpt 7: 

Learner: Mm, I think all of them is great for practicing, but mmm,
ig words made the small words helpful. 
Interviewer: okay, why? 
Learner: Mm, all because the two the big words I could follow the

peed , and I understand how to pronounce the tones . 
xcerpt 8: 

Learner: The difficult part was it was too fast. It was too fast to me
nd it’s difficult to follow uh the full sentence . And the easy part was, I
on’t know in the third practice, the step by step practice it was good to
earn how to pronounce and how to make some flows . Something like
hat. 
In addition to the benefits for their pronunciation, most learners

 n = 10) talked about the benefits of GSB for their listening skills —about
ow it helped them improve their listening or how it helped them lis-
en critically and notice the problems in their pronunciation. Comments
bout listening improvement were similar to the comments about pro-
unciation in the sense that they performed better in hearing the con-
ections between words or were better at catching up with the speed
f speech. However, comments about listening critically showed how
istening to a voice similar to one’s own can help with perceiving the
ifferences between one’s self and the target pronunciation. One of the
earners said “I did not realize that there was a problem for me, but when I

racticing it, I just realize that oh, model voice is correct and so yeah . ”
Learners in the study were also asked about further development

f the GSB. One of the topics they commented on frequently was the
oice quality. They suggested the voice quality could be improved. Some
tudents stated that the model voice in the GSB was not very much like
hem and some others said there were parts of some sentences that the
oice was not clear or very easy to understand. One learner said “Uh it
as good but one thing, um the models voice sometimes like vague. A little

oise, so sometimes I can, I could not figure it out. The clear sounds from
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odel voice . ” A similar comment from another learner was “not clear
ounds. So at the time I could not um figure out how to pronounce it like

xactly because model voice sometimes very fast and sometimes vague . ”
Another place for improvement lay in the design aspects of the GSB

ecause some learners said having only three types of exercises or hav-
ng a limited number of sentences to work with made their experience
oring at times. Thus, adding more exercise types and sentences would
e helpful. Another thing recommend by the learners was to be able to
ontrol the speed of speech because it was too fast for some learners
nd it made their effort to focus on pronunciation more challenging.
imilar to that, learners also asked to practice individual words instead
f only by phrases as in the backward build-up exercises. Suggestions
bout pronunciation improvement and support of visualization (such as
ncluding pictures and videos) were among the other recommendations
or the improvement of the GSB. 

. Discussion 

.1. Analysis of the perceptual studies 

The perceptual study indicates Golden Speaker Builder accomplished
ur goal of building a speaker voice that is suitable for self-imitation
ronunciation training: the identity of the golden speaker voice (GS)
s closer to that of the L2 learners than to the L1 source speakers, and
as reasonable acoustic quality. Although the syntheses based on pitch
ransformation ( Martin, 2004 ; Genevalogic 2006 ) achieved lower for-
ign accentedness and higher acoustic quality than GSB syntheses, pitch
ransformation failed to capture the L2 learners’ identity, which is crit-
cal for self-imitation pronunciation training. Additionally, we found
hat a compounding factor in evaluating synthesis results is that of the
ated acoustic quality. While GS had lower MOS than the original L1
peech, the original L2 recordings were also rated significantly lower
3.44 MOS). Since the L1 and L2 speakers were recorded under identi-
al conditions, we suspect listeners regarded disfluencies and foreign ac-
ents in L2 speech as being of lower acoustic quality than native speech.
ost-test feedback from some listeners supports this explanation: some
ere unsure if the low intelligibility was due to the speaker or to the
verall low acoustic quality. 

.2. Analysis of the user study 

In this study, we looked at the effectiveness of an interactive CAPT
rogram on 15 Korean learners’ improvement (as measured by ratings
f comprehensibility and fluency) and what they thought about their
earning experience with the program. Our study also explored if learn-
ng would be retained over a longer time period, as measured by a de-
ayed post-test. The results showed a significant improvement in learn-
rs’ comprehensibility and fluency for the trained sentences. Although
atings for both comprehensibility and fluency in the delayed post-test
ere slightly lower than the post-test, neither dropped to the level of
he pre-test. Our qualitative findings especially supported the quantita-
ive findings on fluency improvement because learners thought the GSB
raining was most helpful for their fluency. 
The improvement in comprehensibility is similar to the con-

rolled production results for Munro and Derwing (1998) , who found
hat the comprehensibility of read-aloud speech improved after both
egmentally-based and prosodically-based training. Their amount of
ractice was greater than in our study (12 weeks vs. 3 weeks) and
he presence of a human instructor presumably allowed for more di-
ected feedback than we provided. According to Isaacs and Trofimovich
2012) , comprehensibility includes features related to discourse cohe-
ion, grammar and vocabulary use, fluency, and pronunciation. Our
tudy looked only at the results of fluency and pronunciation for their
ontributions to comprehensibility because the learners read sentences,
nd the grammar and vocabulary choices were made for them in the
63 
entences. The only things that could improve were pronunciation and
uency 
It seems clear from our results that implicit feedback, using only

he model voice for computer-assisted recasts, may have limited the im-
rovement. Calling learners’ attention to particular sounds that may be
roblematic, or offering real-time mispronunciation feedback on spe-
ific portions of the speech signal, may help learners to make better
se of a model voice. It is also possible that including visualizations of
rosody, especially intonation, vowel lengthening, and juncture, would
elp learners to attend more carefully to features of pronunciation that
re not noticed using implicit feedback. Hardison (2004) , in training L2
earners to hear and produce French intonation, provided visual feed-
ack. This directed feedback led to improvement in intonation and in
ntrained features. 
When learners were asked for their opinions of their GSB experience,
any learners reported how practice with the GSB helped them hear
hat their intonation and stress were different than the model voice and
hey believed they improved these features. Learners said the model
oice allowed them to learn prosodic features of the language. While
his is encouraging, it does not offer clear support for GSB; the use of
ny native-like voice prosody may have been equally or more effective.
ecause there was no control group, we cannot speak to this question. 
One concern raised by learners was the speed of the model voice. It

as initially too fast for many learners, even though it sounded like a
ormal speech rate for a native speaker. Fast speech can create problems
or learners to catch the words and imitate speech. However, research
hows that it does not necessarily mean that slower speech will lead
o greater comprehensibility. It is more important to have a speech rate
hich is similar to a learner’s, or just slightly faster, rather than a slower
ne ( Probst et al., 2002 ; Munro and Derwing, 2001 ). 
The only feedback learners received in the training was the synthe-

ized version of their own voice, and we hypothesized it would help
earners in perceiving their pronunciation problems and pronouncing
n a more target-like way. Some learners said the GSB model voice did
ot sound quite like them; for others, learners said they did not hear all
ords clearly in some sentences, which could be due to either synthesis
uality or speed. The voice quality issue is indeed not a new problem, as
ther studies also showed some distortions in parts of their synthesized
peech ( Sundström, 1998 ; Yoon, 2007 ). But there is a possibility that the
ynthesized speech, either in quality or speed, may have limited what
earners could pay attention to. 

.3. Limitations 

An important limitation in drawing conclusions from this study is
hat we did not have a control group to compare to the group which was
rained with the GSB. In this case, a control group would be a synthe-
ized voice that was created with two native voices so that both synthe-
ized voices would be equally modified. Our plan is to include a control
roup for future iterations so that we see whether the voice created with
he GSB or any voice model led to equal or better improvement. 
A second limitation was our attention to only the sentence-level read

loud task. Our intention was to control for sentence type and rate all
hree weeks of the sentences. We do not know whether the sentences
or Weeks 2 and 3 showed the same improvement. We also do not know
f the training could have led to improvements in spontaneous speech
here attention to discourse production, to vocabulary and grammar
hoices, and to fluency over longer stretches of speech would be more
oticeable. 

.4. Future directions 

Learners’ suggestions about the GSB and our quantitative results
how points to be taken into consideration for future iterations and de-
ign features that should be improved for the GSB tool. Changes that
ould improve the GSB experience regard both the quality of the golden
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builder? 
peakers and design issues with the learning interface that can lead to
ore improvement for learners. 
First and foremost, the voice quality of the GSB tool must be ad-

ressed. It not only should match learners’ voice quality more closely, it
hould also include multiple options for voice matching so that learners
re more motivated to practice with it. This may increase the chances of
mprovement in segmentals and comprehensibility. Learners should also
e able to control the speech rate, making it slower or faster depending
n their needs. It is likely that learners will use the speed control to slow
own and increase rate in practicing for different purposes. In addition,
iving learners the ability to work on small chunks of speech through
election on a waveform would also allow them target a particular part
f speech depending on their personal difficulties. The strong preference
or the backward buildup task in this study indicates that learners both
ant to work on longer and shorter stretches of speech as they try to
mprove. Screen capturing technology would also help researchers see
here learners perceive their difficulties to be. 
In this study, all learners’ voices were synthesized with the same

ative speaker’s voice, thus learners were not given a chance to syn-
hesize their speech with a native speaker of their choice. This was a
ractical decision because after recording multiple native voices, most
oices demonstrated consistent levels of vocal fry (or creak) that ulti-
ately limited their usefulness for synthesis. Giving learners the chance
o choose a speaker for themselves may be helpful in terms of increasing
heir motivation; however, previous research shows that learners can-
ot always choose the speaker whose speech parameters are closest to
hemselves ( Probst et al., 2002 ). 
The GSB learning interface can also be developed more with differ-

nt exercises types (such as directed perception tasks), feedback that
ighlights individual problems, learning aids such as brief explanations
bout how to work on pronunciation features, and guidance on what
eatures are most important in a particular sentence. It would also be
elpful to incorporate a directed perception test to help identify chal-
enges before starting. 

onclusions 

This study suggests that a CAPT program which utilizes feedback
rom a voice model can be helpful for the improvement of fluency
through attention to suprasegmental features of pronunciation) and
or comprehensibility. Learners themselves reported an increase in their
wareness for their use of intonation, stress, and connected speech in En-
lish. It may be that other types of feedback could be even more effective
n promoting improvement. 
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The authors declare that they have no known competing financial
nterests or personal relationships that could have appeared to influence
he work reported in this paper. 

ppendix A. Read-aloud sentences for Pre-, Post-, and Delayed 

ost-tests 

1 I can’t believe I gave up civilization for this. 
2 If I was right again I still would not apologize. 
3 The girls stared purposefully into each other’s faces. 
4 Who made you judge and jury? You’re not in charge. 
5 It’s fairly clear to me that he didn’t recognize it. 
6 He thought he had seen it, but there was nothing on the rock. 
7 My friend was actually talking about butterflies. 
8 The singing voice approached rapidly, then faded away. 
9 I’m quickly losing confidence in the quality of his work. 
0 It was a temptation, but he resisted it for a while. 
1 Without their friends, they wouldn’t be acting so brave. 
2 For a time the exciting thrill of his adventure was gone. 
64 
3 I’m looking forward to a week at the beach for vacation. 
4 So, where do you want to eat lunch before English class? 
5 Did you get to watch the football game last night? 
6 How do I convey my emotions without emojis? 
7 Any local photographers doing mini sessions this fall? 
8 Do you mind if we stop by the post office on the way home? 
9 It’s been a real pleasure for the students to meet you. 
0 We’re out of food. Can you pick something up? 
1 That sounds familiar! I know just how you feel. 
2 You shouldn’t have stayed up so late watching TV. 
3 If anyone is into watches, check out my new web page. 
4 Would you be able to help me find the secretary’s office? 
5 Each insult added to the value of the claim. 
6 He was worth absolutely nothing to the world. 
7 It seems strange for a zookeeper to think something like that." 
8 We were met by powerful opposition when we made our plans pub-
lic. ”

9 It was a curious coincidence, almost like someone planned it." 
0 The fourth and fifth days passed without any developments." 
1 After the car crash, his face was streaming with blood. ”
2 I discovered that the promise was unexpectedly fulfilled. ”
3 She spoke with genuine sympathy in her face and voice." 
4 He obeyed the pressure of her hand, and changed directions. ”
5 Every bone in her aged body seemed broken or dislocated. 
6 He began to follow the footprints of the dog." 
7 You should try something new, what do you have to lose? 
8 Why don’t you call for a reservation while I change my shoes? 
9 I bought a bunch of vegetables at the farmer’s market. 
0 Blaze has the best veggie pizzas. Just thought I’d share. 
1 What casual restaurants in town have free Wi-Fi? 
2 It’s hard to learn a foreign language as you get older. 
3 I just bought a ticket to New York for Thanksgiving. 
4 Sorry, my phone has a terrible signal here. 
5 My favorite hobbies are photography and folk dancing. 
6 What time does the bus leave for the airport? 
7 Check out our page. We offer free estimates and low rates. 
8 There’s a schedule change tomorrow because of the flood. 

ppendix B. Post-test and Delayed post-test Interview Questions 

ost-Test Interview 

1 In what ways was the pronunciation training valuable to you? In
what ways do you feel you have improved? 

2 What was it like practicing with the golden speaker model? 
3 How long and how often did you practice? 
4 Was the visual feedback helpful? 
5 Do you feel like your ability to listen to English speech has improved?
6 Do you feel like your pronunciation has improved? In what ways? 
7 Which types of pronunciation were the most difficult to improve? 
8 Did you notice any other pronunciation or language items that you
had difficulty with during your practice? What were they? 

9 What was difficult about practicing with the “golden speaker ”? 
0 What kind of suggestions would you give for trying this in the future?
1 What did you notice when you were practicing? 
2 Was it easy to repeat the sentences at the same speed? 
3 Was it easy to get the consonant sounds correctly? 
4 Was it easy to get the vowel sound correctly? 
5 What kinds of things did you pay most attention to? 
6 What kind of thins did you practice most and why? 
7 How do you like the interface of the “Golden Speaker ”? 
8 How easy was it to use the website to practice? 
9 How comfortable were you using the website? 
0 Did you have any technical problems? 
1 Would you recommend that others try out the golden speaker
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elayed Post-test Interview 

1 Since finishing the training, in what ways was the pronunciation
training continued to be valuable to you? 

2 Have you continued to use the training materials? 
3 Has the training affected how you approach your English pronunci-
ation? 

4 Do you feel like your ability to listen to English speech has improved?
5 Do you feel like your pronunciation has improved? In what ways? 
6 Which types of pronunciation continue to be difficult to improve? 
7 Have you noticed any other pronunciation or language items that
have been difficult after your practice? What were they? 

8 What things would you suggest for more effective practice? 
9 What kind of suggestions would you give for trying this in the future?
0 What features do you most remember about practicing – consonants,
vowels or other features of speech? 

1 Was it helpful to have someone helping you to practice? 
2 What kinds of things do you remember paying attention to? 
3 Are there any things you have tried to change in your own speech
since the training? 

4 Would you recommend that others try out the golden speaker
builder? 
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